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A central element in the project of the Notgalerie is the understanding 
of the curatorial action and the system art institution, as material for 
the creation of a new body of work.

For this strategy, which aims the infiltration and visualization of the 
art institution, the body of an abandoned wooden church was ideal. 
A place that symbolizes a collective identity of faith, but at the same 
time is an empty architectural shell. 

The Notkirche (emergency church) functioned like a found hollow 
husk, to open up an autonomous space at the edge of the Viennese 
cultural sector. Instead of starting at an abstract discourse, it was 
here an actually existing body through which the Notgalerie could 
arise. 
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From the Notkirche (emergency church) in 1946 to the 
Founding of the Notgalerie (emergency gallery) in 2015

It originated in 1946, when shortly after the end of the Second 
World War on a property, destroyed by the war in Vienna Döbling,
a wooden emergency church was built. 

A series of unusual events led to the building, abandoned in winter 
2015, emerging in Donaustadt, where it was found by Reinhold 
Zisser in a desolate condition. 

He occupied the place and from the term Notkirche, translated as 
emergency church, he formed the term Notgalerie, translated as 
emergency gallery. The space thus evolved became a platform for 
discursive, performative and conceptual work. 

During a series of interventions and exhibitions an ever-increasing 
group of artists formed around the Notgalerie, who worked to-
gether on this project. The largest part of the work was carried out 
on site and it was specifically developped for the project. 

Instead of beginning with the abstract, in the art context very fre-
quently used term of the „collective“, several different relations of 
the cooperation were tested and uncontrollable mutual registra-
tions were approved.

The resulting constellations made reciprocal registrations and role 
confusions of all participants possible: who has the authorship in 
the individual projects? Who is the curator, who the artist, who 
assistant at an exhibition? Is the Notgalerie a gallery space or its-
elf a social sculpture? Do invited artists profit by it, or will they be 
affirmed by it?

 

 

2017 - impending demolition, new translocation

In spring 2017, the new owner planned the demolition of the 
building to build new apartments on the site. The Notgalerie res-
ponded to this impending demolition with the concept of a rene-
wed translocation. Starting from a core team consisting of five 
artists, many volunteer helpers, and the carpenter Franz Ritzer 
(who led statically relevant work), during summer of 2017, the 
entire Notgalerie was disassembled into 15,000 numbered parts 
and rebuilt in Seestadt Aspern, a city development area on the 
northern edge of Vienna.

2019 - Founding of Kunstland Nord

After the translocation of the emergency gallery, not only Rein-
hold Zisser turned from squatter to the owner of the Notgalerie, 
also the perception and significance of the project, as a repre-
sentative of an autonomous art movement, clearly increased.
  
The continuous projects of the Notgalerie led to the project ob-
taining the entire fallow land of the future Seestadt from See-
stadt Aspern for artistic use in 2019. The area, that the Notga-
lerie took responsability for, has more than 50 hectares. - half a 
million square metre. For this room, that is the largest area for 
art in public space in Austria, the Notgalerie developed the pro-
ject Kunstland Nord. Its first realization took place between May 
and September 2019 with 18 contributions by young artists. 
  
A total of 85 artists have taken part in projects, since the foun-
dation of the Notgalerie.
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Theodor Allesch - Alescha 
Elisa Andessner
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Christoph Giesch 
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Lukas Gritzner

 

Maria Hanl
Helmut Heiss
Ines Hochgerner 
Luisa Kasalicky
Boris Kostadinov
Nika Kupyrova
Sergio Leitao
Alfred Lenz
Andrea Lüth
Laura Huertas Millan
Boris Manner
Lukas Marxt
Christoph Mayer 
Maya Minder
Thea Moeller
Leonhard Müllner & Robin Klengel
Imre Nagy
Flora Neuwirth
Natalia Nitzberg
Wolfgang Obermair
Bernd Oppl
Helga Philipp
Marlies Pöschl
Markus Proschek 
Andrea Ressi
Raphael Reichl
Gerald Rossbacher
Jasmin Schaitl
Victor Schufinsky
Theresa Schütz
Darja Shatalova
Christoph Schwarz 
Walter Seidl

Ekaterina Shapiro-Obermair
Christoph Srb
Rainer Stadlbauer
Rainer Steurer 
Kamen Stoyanov
Katharina Swoboda
Šárka Telecká
Iv Toshain
Lisa Truttmann
Anna Vasof
Jakub Vrba
Richard Wilhelmer
Martin Wagner 
Kristin Weissenberger 
Gerald Zahn 
Siegfried Zawaorka
Reinhold Zisser 
 
 

Notgalerie artists:
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Notkirche - Founding 1946

Scan from the church chronicle of the community of Glanzing,  historic text about the 
founding and construction of the Notkirche
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Notkirche - Founding 1946

Photo opening of the Notkirche in Vienna Döbling, community Glanzing 29 September 1946
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Meanwhile in Donaustadt
 
 

moving church Donaustadt, scan document folder by Hannes Holba (chronicler in 1220 Vienna)
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Notkirche - First translocation 1969 - 1972

In 1969, the Notkirche in Glanzing had become obsolete, the 
plans for a new building had been drawn up, a plot of land had 
been chosen and financing had been guaranteed. The Notkirche 
was to be demolished. 
The parish of a young settlement community in Vienna/Do-
naustadt requested the building for their use and received it as 
a gift from Glanzing. 

left: 
photo building of Notkirche in Donaustadt 
(scan of positive by Hannes Holba)

right:
building of the new church Glanzing 
(photo with text, scan church chronicle Glanzing) 

They only had to dismantle it themselves. The Norkirche was disas-
sembled and rebuilt in Donaustadt and so saved from destruction 
for the first time.

In parallel with the construction of the Notkirche at its new location 
in Vienna Donaustadt, the construction of the new church already 
took place in Döbling in the Krottenbachstraße.
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Notkirche - First translocation 1969 - 1972 

Photos on the left: construction of the Notkirche in Donaustadt (scan of the positives by Hannes Holba)
top right : scan texts chronicle Hannes Holba     

below right: opening of the Notkirche in Donaustadt 1972 (photo archive Hannes Holba)
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Notkirche Donaustadt 1972 - 2000

In the year 2000 the church activities ended also at this loca-
tion. The Notkirche was abandoned and disappeared behind 
bushes, which over the following years overgrew the fenced 
church grounds. 

left: 
Photo Notkirche in Donaustadt 1977 
(scan of positives by Hannes Holba)

right: 
Newspaper article end of Notkirche Nov. 2000 / Jan. 2001 
(scan chronicle Hannes Holba)
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Founding of the Notgalerie

Condition at the time of first entry

The site and building of the Notkirche was discovered by Reinhold 
Zisser in March 2015. As it turned out a little later, there was a new 
tenant who removed the fence which, completely overgrown,  had 
covered the view of the property and the empty church on it. Not 
only was the building clearly visible, the doors were open, too. The 
property, closed off for a long time, was situated on the outskirts 
of the city, but in the middle of a residential street, and showed an 
irritating state of conservation. Even though all signs of time were 
present; a thick layer of dust, old leaves, shattered windows, there 

Notkirche - at the time of the first inspection, March 2015 
 

were no empty beer cans, graffiti or the like. The building see-
med surreally out of place in the middle of a residential street, 
where other than that, single-family houses stand in rank and 
file. Inside the empty church, objects, such as hospital beds sta-
cked on top of each other, stood next to the framed pictures of 
the Way of the Cross still hanging on the wall, and asked ques-
tions about the circumstances that led to this condition.
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Founding of the Notgalerie

First exhibition - Drinnen sind Fenster 
(Inside there are windows)

The multitude of impressions of this place led to Reinhold Zisser re-
turning more often after the first entering and beginning to examine 
every single object of the abandoned church.
Out of that resulted the first exhibition entitled Drinnen sind Fens-
ter, which showed objects built from objects found in the church. 
Through initial research, the rough history and the past of the buil-
ding as an emergency church were found out about for this exhibiti-

Notgalerie, first exhibition, Drinnen sind Fenster, exhibition views, April 2015

on. From this the term „Notgalerie“ evolved. At that time
the Notgalerie had the longer name Notgalerie St. Josef am Ul-
anenweg. In addition, Reinhold Zisser invented the organisati-
on of the Neuen Wiener N*chternheit, which was stated as the 
organiser. This organisation was purported in order to make an 
official impression in front of the neighbours, while the church 
was slowly occupied.
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above:
display-obejcts with collected and
sorted documents found on site 

below:
vernissage of the exhibition

Founding of the Notgalerie

First exhibition - Drinnen sind Fenster

Excerpt from exhibition text (April 2015):

„The works to be found arose from the mo-
ment when the insolubility of the question of 
cause and context of the found, whose cont-
ent as something that actually took place no 
longer had an effect, and instead became a 
joining into the unreal form, which the place 
as soon as one accepts it as causally reason-
able and meaningful, set in“.
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Mapping Boundaries
 
Exhibition in cooperation with FLUC Vienna, July 2015
Curator: Walter Seidl
Artists: Robert Bodnar, Andrea Ressi, Reinhold Zisser
https://www.fluc.at/kunstimfluc/index.php?info=archiv&artikel=795

Shortly after the opening of the Notgalerie, a first cooperation took 
place in summer 2015 in the exhibition Mapping Boundaries curated 
by Walter Seidl for FLUC Vienna.

„Mapping Boundaries brings together three artistic positions that ex-
plore the proportionalities of space and thereby take up the shifts of 
the boundaries of the representable and the localizable. The works 
simultaneously form a reference to the FLUC and its function as exte-
rior and interior space, which attempts to break down urban bounda-
ries and social positioning mechanisms. In the foreground of the 
works is the translocation of spaces whose boundaries are defined in 
the context of architectural parameters. The concepts of space are 
negotiated in abstract urban formations, visual representability and 
physical reality, which refer to a current debate about shifts of spatial 
definitions in virtual and physical respects.“

                                                  - Excerpt exhibition text Walter Seidl

For this exhibition, Reinhold Zisser transferred a light installation by 
the artist and operator of the FLUC, Martin Wagner, from the FLUC 
to the Notgalerie. Martin Wagner‘s work is an eight-meter-long light 
column consisting of five neon tubes mounted on scaffolding poles. 
This work, which, mounted leaning diagonally against the FLUC and 
illuminating the entrance area, was leaned against the outside of the 
Notgalerie with the same function. The work was fed via a power ca-
ble from a neighbouring property (electricity and water were obtained 
from neighbours of the Notgalerie for the entire period of the running 
of the Notgalerie on Ulanenweg from April 2015 to July 2017). This 
installation was a widely visible signal to the surroundings that the 
abandoned church is now experiencing a new use.

 

Mapping Boundaries, above: photo of the light installation at Fluc (2014)        
below: translocation of the light installation to the Notgalerie (2015)
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Mapping Boundaries

 

Mapping Boundaries, installation view, July 2015
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Er-/ Um-/ Ein- /Aus- Leuchten
 
Exhibition, August 2015
Curator: Walter Seidl
Artists: Andrea Ressi, Walter Seidl, Kamen Stoyanov, Martin Wag-
ner, Reinhold Zisser 

From the collaboration of Mapping Boundaries the exhibition Er-/ 
Um-/ Ein- /Aus Leutchten evolved.
 
Walter Seidl picked up on the lack of electrical lighting in the newly 
constructed exhibition building and developed the concept of invi-
ting artists who include light as a thematic and/or formal element 
into the works shown.
 
„The theme of light in its trans-substantial form plays a central role 
at this location, in which the moment of enlightenment, as the out-
door sculpture at the Notgalerie really does, can also be thought of 
religiously.

In the age of secular thought models, especially the example of the 
Notgalerie am Ulanenweg raises the question of how former sacred 
buildings served its time, still many ways of presentation that are 
linked to light have elements that can be interpreted sacredly, even 
if they are conceived profanely. All works within the gallery are 
shown in the form of light boxes, in which the symbolic effect of 
light is thematized in different ways and leads to forms of illumina-
tion.

Reinhold Zisser‘s large-size triptych shows a room within a room 
whose tripartition is doubled in the trichotomy of the picture and 
,placed on the front side of the room, at the same time ironizes 
moments of altar representation and the religious phenomenon of 
the Trinity.

In Andrea Ressis‘s illuminated panel hanging from the ceiling, which 
resembles a station sign, one simply reads the term „disposable“. 
Available is not only the former sacral room that now functions as a 

        Er-/ Um-/ Ein- /Aus- Leuchten, light box „disposable“ by Andrea Ressi

gallery, but also many other buildings in the urban environment, 
which are becoming multifunctional centres and adapt to the 
needs of a rapid urban transformation of the city.

Kamen Stoyanov‘s light box comes from the performance „Fu-
ture Idea“, in which he let a banner with an arrow fly high above 
Sofia. The arrow also found itself as a luminous installation on a 
concrete pillar pointing towards the sky and thus in the direction 
of the performance. The illustration in the light box reinforces 
this light effect and its metaphorical content.

Walter Seidl‘s Duratrans print refers to the urban lighting com-
pany Seattle City Light. Taken after the rain, the photo shows 
a wooden barrier grid of this company on the side of the road, 
which does not have any illuminants, but uses the remains of 
the raindrops as a reflector source.“

                                                  - exhibition text Walter Seidl
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Er-/ Um-/ Ein- /Aus- Leuchten
 
Exhibition, August 2015
Curator: Walter Seidl
Artists: Andrea Ressi, Walter Seidl, Kamen Stoyanov, Martin Wag-
ner, Reinhold Zisser

For this exhibition, as well as for the other two exhibitions / ac-
tivities 2015, direct mail was thrown into 300 letterboxes of the 
surroundings of the settlement shortly before the opening. Thus, a 
mixture of the city‘s cultural audience and the residents of the sur-
rounding was achieved. Some had the sovereign right of knowledge 
about the art, others that about the place and its history. 
   

 Er-/ Um-/ Ein- /Aus- Leuchten, Exhibition August 2015
 left: Exhibition view 

right: direct mail distributed to 300 mailboxes of local residents
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Junge Senker 
 
Exhibition June 2016
Artists: Siegfried Zaworka, Reinhold Zisser

In 2016, with Junge Senker, the first large-scale installation took place on the 
site of the Notgalerie. Siegfried Zaworka and Reinhold Zisser created replicas of 
Zaworka‘s oil collage paintings, which were installed on the site of the Notgalerie 
and on the exterior walls of the building. Through a pool inside the Notgalerie, a 
connection between the interior and exterior was created.

Notgalerie - Junge Senker, left: handout to the exhibition, 2016, right: exhibition view outside, replica of an oil collage by Siegfried Zaworka, 2016
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Junge Senker
 

exhibition view outside, Notgalerie with replica of an oil collage by Siegfried Zaworka, 2016
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Junge Senker 
 

Junge Senker, left: handout for the exhibition, 2016, right: exhibition view outside, replica of an oil collage by Siegfried Zaworka, 2016
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Junge Senker
 

Junge Senker, pool installation in the interior, 2016   
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PLAN BRUT

Exhibition July 2016
Artists: Andreas Perkmann Berger, Rainer 
Stadlbauer

In July, Andreas Perkmann Berger and Rai-
ner Stadlbauer showed their work, specially 
developed for the Notgalerie, which took 
place completely outside. Hereinafter, the 
exhibition text by Martina Schiller:

invitation (flyer) of the exhibition - outside

“In PLAN BRUT the location of the Notgalerie, 
founded by Reinhold Zisser, encounters its 
virtual construction in the form of a picture 
framework by Andreas Perkmann Berger and 
Rainer Stadlbauer. The presence of the site is 
relativized by the visual offer of a distanced 
perspective. The locus of the Notgalerie from 
the 1970s, the virtual image of the place, 
such as the framework as a carrier and medi-
ator, create the space of Plan Brut. The frame 
flirts with its potential practical value. It re-
fers to an unredeemed status of usability. As 
if there was a story in which the framework 
has an unambiguous function.

The Notkirche itself appears to be connected 
to the intruding framework via the material, the wooden frames and their proportions. The chronology of the events also clearly separates 
the church from the framework. While the church is weathered and partly overgrown by nature, the new structure of the framework cuts 
an aisle into the grown wilderness.

In the virtual bird‘s-eye view, the atmospherically charged location appears as the product of an artificial system of order. The idyll of the 
location is sensitively disturbed by its virtual doubling as an image. The opening evening itself makes the framework appear as a poly-
functional element: bench, picture carrier and culinary platform (Cin Cin / Vienna and Michael Herzog). For the remaining period of the 
exhibition, however, it refuses its usability.“
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PLAN BRUT

PLAN BRUT, exhibition view, July 2016
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LDAE - Lass die anderen entscheiden
(Let the others decide)

Exhibition September 2016
Artist: Christoph Schwarz

The last event of summer 2016 was a film 
screening with a work by Christoph Schwarz.
The special feature of the setting was that 
the cinema screening itself was intended as 
part of the plot of the film shown, and it was 
filmed that evening.
The finished film, in which the recordings of 
the evening were integrated, was part of the 
series „Pixel, Bytes & Film“ and was broad-
casted on ORF III at the beginning of 2017.

LDAE, exhibition view, September 2016

The Viennese filmmaker Christoph Schwarz develops a participative television format for the culture channel ORFIII: The shooting of his new film is bro-

adcasted in its entirety on the internet, a web community directs and is allowed to vote online on the plot, cast and final editing. After initial scepticism, 

Christoph soon speaks only of his „swarm“ and, thanks to this unique artistic approach, hopes for his big breakthrough as a filmmaker.

Broadcasted on 08.01.2017, 13.00h on ORF III.

https://vimeo.com/199540
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LDAE - Lass die anderen entscheiden

LDAE, exhibition view, September 2016
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LDAE - Lass die anderen entscheiden

LDAE, exhibition view, September 2016
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above:  
pool installation in the framework of the exhibition 
Junge Senker, summer 2016

below:  
ice block with staged objects 

we swam the whole night through

Exhibition Winter 2016
Artist: Reinhold Zisse

The pool, installed in the summer of 2016 as 
part of the Junge Senker exhibition, froze in 
the unheated Notgalerie in winter. Reinhold 
Zisser used the evolved plinth to stage ob-
jects from the Notgalerie. 
In the following days, the pool froze ever 
deeper due to a persistant cold period of 
up to -20 degrees. Zisser speculated with 
a mass of ice that had developed up to the 
bottom, and began to dismantle the frame 
of the pool. The frozen content remained as 
a spatial sculpture. This ice block now also 
had the characteristic that the building beha-
ved like a refrigerator over a long period of 
time. The object stood in the Notgalerie for 
several months and melted very slowly. In 
early spring, the water seeped through the 
foundation into the outside space until it di-
sappeared completely.
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we swam the whole night through

we swam the whole night through, pool installation in the interior, 2017   
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we swam the whole night through

The video work shows the empty Notgalerie with the pool installation. After about 20 seconds the door opens and an actor enters the room 
to clean the floor and the frozen pool for about five minutes. 
Only when the door is open, light enters the room and the pool, which makes the pool seem to glow.
After leaving the room, by closing the door the light goes out again. 
In the video it seems as if the pool is brought to life by the presence of a person and begins to glow, even if this person does not pay special 
attention to the object and only enters the place to do a simple work.
Link to video: https://vimeo.com/202769093

Notgalerie -  we swam the whole night through (February 2017)  four stills of the video (total duration 6:14)
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we swam the whole night through

we swam the whole night through, pool installation in the interior of the Notgalerie, last exhibition view, 2017   
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Spring 2017
End of the Notgalerie Ulanenweg

Development of the concept of translocation

In spring, the Notgalerie received the news that the building 
was to be demolished in favour of a residential building project 
in the summer. Faced with this news, a concept for a transloca-
tion was developed within a few weeks. Reinhold Zisser was 
able to get a promise from the owner of the land / building that 
he was allowed to keep all the parts which he would be able to 
remove, even if he took the whole church (he would save the 
demolition costs). 

The Seestadt Aspern agreed to provide a plot of land for tem-
porary use, in case that a budget for the construction could 
be secured. Subsequently, a detailed concept, with the core of 
disassembling and rebuilding the Notgalerie, was created and 
submitted to KÖR - Kunst im öffentlichen Raum for financing. 
 
The concept was to disassemble the Notgalerie as a total art-
work within 9 weeks, starting in mid-July, to transport it, and 
to rebuild and reopen it in the Seestadt until September. 

This translocation was the starting point for a meta-art project 
consisting of a series of performances, happenings and sculp-
tural works, which took place both at the original location at 
Ulanenweg 51 and at the new location in the Seestadt simulta-
neously during the dismantling and the rebuilding.

This entire action, which took place between 14 July and 21 
September 2017, is documented on the following pages (33-
49).

exploded drawing Notgalerie by Rainer Stadlbauer
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Translocation - July 17, 2017 - Reading Gramsci
Artists: Boris Manner / Reinhold Zisser

The performative action Reading Gramsci marked the begin-
ning of the dismantling of the Notgalerie. While Boris Manner 
read out Antonio Gramsci‘s prison diaries, the first walls were 
dismantled. Visitors were invited to contribute.

Christoph Schwarz documented the action and this video can 
be seen on Vimeo:
https://vimeo.com/227404081

left: Setting before starting the performance Reading Gramsci
top right : Reading Gramsci, Boris Manner reads from the prison diaries of Antonio Gramsci 

bottom right: Reading Gramsci, start of the dismantling process 
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Translocation - 14 July 2017 - Wanderbar / Kunstland
Artists: Martin Chramosta / Christoph Srb

Just a few days before the performative action Reading Grams-
ci, an event took place at which visitors were able to see the 
Notgalerie in its entirety for the last time before the beginning 
of dismantling.

With the works Kunstland by Martin Chramosta and Wander-
bar, two works that depicted the process of the commencing 
translocation were built on site.

left: Christoph Srb, Wanderbar
top right : Martin Chramosta, Kunstland, mock-up

bottom right: Martin Chramosta, Kunstland 
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Translocation - 20 July 2017 - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen
(Separating syllables and reciting them publicly)
Artist: Peter Fritzenwallner

Peter Fritzenwallner cut letters or whole word syllables from the walls of the Notgalerie and assembled 
them into portable signs. These were carried by the visitors in the form of a four-hour procession from 
the Ulanenweg to the new location in the Seestadt. While the majority of the Notgalerie was still waiting 
to be dismantled, the pieces carried within the framework of this performance were the first components 
that carried out the relocation. On one of the hills of the new property all syllables were assembled into 
a sentence and anchored in the ground. Part of this work still exists in the 2019 current project Notga-
lerie-Kunstland Nord.

Einladung (flyer) der Ausstellung - außen

Peter Fritzenwallner - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen - preparation in the Notgalerie
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Translocation - 20 July 2017 - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen

Peter Fritzenwallner - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen  
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Translocation - 20 July 2017 - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen

Peter Fritzenwallner - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen
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Translocation - 20 July 2017 - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen

Peter Fritzenwallner - Silben trennen und öffentlich vortragen
Arrival at the hill on which the Notgalerie was to be transported and built a few weeks later.  
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Translocation - 21 July 2017 - Ein Grün, von fern gespiegelt
(A Green, Mirrored from afar)
Film screening und talk

curated by Marlies Pöschl (Golden Pixel Cooperative)
Film programme: 135 min. - with films by Sena Basöz, Laura Huertas
Millan, Katharina Swoboda and Lisa Truttmann

Taking up the location of the Notgalerie, placed between suburban settlements and freely growing meadows, 
the films in this programme thematised the fragile relationship between humans, animals and the environment.
Quietly and poetically the four filmmakers develop very individual perspectives that question familiar axes and 
patterns.

Einladung (flyer) der Ausstellung - außen

Golden Pixel Cooperative - film-screening and talk — Ein Grün, von fern gespiegelt
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Translocation - 21 July 2017 - Ein Grün, von fern gespiegelt

 

Staged photo of the artists and visitors in the Notgalerie, state of the dismantling Notgalerie 21 July 2017
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views, L‘Esprit Micro, 29 July 2017 

Translocation - 29 July 2017- L‘Esprit Micro
Participative installation

artists: Maya Minder, Kristin Weissenberger

L‘Esprit Micro was a collaborative project of 
Maya Minder, Gasthaus: Fermentation and Bac-
teria, and Kristin Weissenberger (in collabora-
tion with Moya Hoke from the Kollektiv pavillon 
35). 
It was the last event at the old location of the 
Notgalerie before it was completely dismantled 
in the following two weeks.
At the time of this installation on 29 July, all 
the wall coverings / windows etc. had already 
been removed, but the roof was still completely 
intact, turning the Notgalerie into an open pa-
vilion. In the pavilion, the visitors themselves 
acted as test persons in an experimental arran-
gement in which they were invited to eat and 
exchange knowledge.
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Translocation - 29 July 2017 - L‘Esprit Micro

Part of the overall installation / performance was the ext-
raction of an ethereal extract of all plants growing on the 
site of the Notgalerie. This extract was filled into a model of 
the Notgalerie, created by Kristin Weissenberger using 3D 
software and 3D printers.

 
right: Kristin Weissenberger distilling plants collected at 
the Notgalerie

left: Model of the Notgalerie, which has been filled with 
the extract
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Translokation - 29 July 2017 - L‘Esprit Micro

 

L‘Esprit Micro - view of the Notgalerie in the night of the event
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Translocation 2017, left: removal of the cross, right: disassembly of the final interior trim

Translocation - summer 2017

Meta-installation

The following pages document the further 
disassembling and the construction of the Not-
galerie in summer 2017. 
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Notgalerie -  Translocation summer / autumn 2017 

Translocation - summer 2017
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Translocation 2017, left: transport of roof trusses to the new location, right: construction of the future Notgalerie platform Location Seestadt

Translocation - summer 2017

Parallel to the dismantling of the last parts of 
the old property, the construction of a wooden 
platform, which was to become the new foun-
dation of the Notgalerie, began. Rainer Stadl-
bauer designed the functional pedestal, which 
is also the spatial layer between the Notgalerie 
building and the Seestadt site, as well as the 
technical-constructive planning of the trans-
location.
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building Notgalerie Seestadt

Notgalerie -  Translocation summer / autumn 2017 

 Translocation - summer 2017
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Notgalerie -  Translocation summer / autumn 2017 

 Translocation - summer 2017
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Notgalerie -  Translocation summer / autumn 2017 

 Translocation - summer 2017
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Translocation - 21 September 2017 - Opening 
Notgalerie Seestadt

With works by: Andreas Perkmann Berger, Peter Fritzenwall-
ner, Luisa Kasalicky, Christoph Schwarz, Christoph Srb, Rainer 
Stadlbauer, Reinhold Zisser

After nine weeks, the Notgalerie was disassembled at the origi-
nal location and rebuilt at the new location at the northern end 
of the Seestadt.

The new location is the Urbane Feld, an area of 12,000 m2 de-
signed by the landscape architecture firm ZwoPk. Following the 
concept of the Notgalerie at the original location, the opening 
took place as a gesture of occupying the entire area. On 21 
September not only the Notgalerie opened, but also a series 
of works and interventions by artists, involved in the project of 
the Notgalerie, were on display. Rainer Stadlbauer, decisively 
involved  in the planning, carried out the move from Ulanenweg 

Translocation summer 2017, flyer of the Notgalerie Seestadt

to Seestadt with his Plan Brut. The text installation from Peter 
Fritzenwallner‘s performance was installed on one of the hills 
opposite the Notgalerie. Christoph Srbs Wanderbar also comple-
ted the change of location. Christoph Schwarz`s film, Christoph 
hat die Marillen organisiert, trinkt Bier und nennt das dann Con-
trolling, shot during the dismantling and showing scenes of the 
recent dismantling, was shown in an installation next to the Not-
galerie. Andreas Perkmann Berger reflects the arrival of the Not-
galerie with the graphic Le Dejauner II, installed on the site. On 
a flagpole, built up for the Notgalerie, Luisa Kasalicky installed 
the work synonym für synonym, a flag that finally testified the 
now completed translocation and the arrival at the new location.
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Translocation 2017 
left: Luisa Kasalicky, synonym für synonym 
top right: Notgalerie after successfull translocation
bottom right: Rainer Stadlbauer, Plan Brut

Translocation - Opening Notgalerie Seestadt
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Translocation 2017 
left: Christoph Srb, Wanderbar 
top right: Peter Fritzenwallner, WIR WOLLTEN WEITER 
UND GINGEN
bottom right: Andreas Perkmann Berger, Le Dejauner II

Translocation - Opening Notgalerie Seestadt
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Translocation - Opening Notgalerie Seestadt

Christoph hat die Marillen organisiert, trinkt Bier und 
nennt das dann Controlling
(Christoph organized the apricots, drink beer and 
then call it Controlling)

Hidden performance on the relocation of the Notgale-
rie 2-channel video installation, 5min

Link: https://vimeo.com/236061123

„Christoph Schwarz uses the logistically demanding 
move of the Notgalerie in the summer of 2017 to sta-
ge himself as a controlling authority: during dismant-
ling, easily accessible components were numbered 
by Schwarz with a pencil, and once they had been 
assembled in the Seestadt, they were found again 
and erased. In a video installation on two monitors, 
these inspection rounds are played synchronized at 
the two locations „Ulanenweg“ and „Seestadt“. From 
the Off Schwarz confabulates on his understanding 
of „controlling“ and attaches great importance to his 
role in the dismantling and the construction work - 
which, of course, can never be fulfilled by his dilet-
tante-seeming marking system, and which is based 
on the common misunderstanding of „Controlling“. 
What do you do if you would like to be part of an art 
project, but don‘t have the necessary technical skills? 
You simply invent a new position within the project 
hierarchy, then call it „Controlling“, and have a rea-
son to take part and feel needed and important.“

- Text on the video by Christoph Schwarz

Translocation summer 2017, video stills Christoph hat die Marillen organisiert, trinkt 
Bier und nennt das dann Controlling 
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Notgalerie -  Translocation summer / autumn 2017 

Translocation - summer 2017
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left: exhibition view LLLLLL - exterior view, right: exhibition view LLLLLL - Reliquien und Anwesende

Notgalerie - Reliquien und Anwesende
(Relics and Presentants)

Exhibition at □□□□□■■, December 2017
Curator: Reinhold Zisser
Artists: Andreas Perkmann Berger, Christoph 
Schwarz, Christoph Srb, Kristin Weissenberger, 
Reinhold Zisser 

After the translocation of the Notgalerie, the exhi-
bition in the art space LLLLLL was the first transfer 
of the Notgalerie into an exhibition context outside 
its own body. The exhibition shows works created in 
the context of the Notgalerie and its translocation 
in the summer of 2017 and links them to artefacts 
of the building. In this way, a new context is cre-
ated and, at the same time, the resulting loadings 
are examined.
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Notgalerie - Reliquien und Anwesende

left: photo summer 2017, removal of the eternit roof, Notgalerie
right: exhibition view LLLLLL - Reliquien und Anwesende, Stele Eternit
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Notgalerie - Reliquien und Anwesende

left: photo summer 2017, interior Notgalerie, insulation visible
right: exhibition view LLLLLL - Reliquien und Anwesende, insulation wool
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Notgalerie - Reliquien und Anwesende

left: photo autumn 2017, Notgalerie
right: exhibition view LLLLLL - Kristin Weissenberger, Reliquien und Anwesende, miniature of the Notgalerie
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien)

Two exhibitions in cooperation with the Schauspielhaus Wien  
 
BODY
first exhibition (as part of the first season of the Seestadt 
Saga) March 2017
Artists: Schauspielhaus Wien, Seestadt Saga, Reinhold Zis-
ser

Wall Identity
second exhibition (as part of the second season of the See-
stadt Saga) November 2017
Artists: Muhammet Ali Bas, Lorenz Langenegger, Bernhard 
Studlar, Claudia Tondl

A few months after the opening of the Notgalerie in Seestadt, 
a cooperation took place with the Schauspielhaus Wien and 
their theatre experiment, the Seestadt Saga, which took pla-
ce in the Seestadt.
The concept behind this begehbaren Social-Media-Serie in 
Echtzeit (walk-in social media series in real time) was to blur 
the boundaries between fact and fiction via multiply layered 
levels of action.

The exhibitions taking place in the Notgalerie also posed, th-
rough the assertions and moments of action that they meant 
for the Seestadt Sage, the question of what it means for an 
exhibition and its content to be part of a theatre production. 
links:
https://seestadt-saga.at/?s=notgalerie

 

 

flyer of the exhibition in cooperation with Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien)
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien)

KÖRPER 
(BODY)
first exhibition (as part of the first season of the Seestadt 
Saga) March 2017
Artists: Schauspielhaus Wien, Seestadt Saga, Reinhold 
Zisser

links:
https://seestadt-saga.at/?s=notgalerie
https://youtu.be/nbunF1-kIkQ

A person disappeared under mysterious circumstances and 
the search for her or him were the core of the first season of 
the Seestadt Saga. 

The Notgalerie was entangled in the actions. A real burglary 
(young people broke into the Notgalerie at that time) was 
incorporated into the plot of the staging without further ado.

In the exhibition Körper, the Notgalerie was a meeting point 
for all residents of Seestadt, who searched for clues in the 
fields between Seestadt and Notgalerie, as well as on the 
lakeshore, that could possibly point to the missing person. 
All found objects (motto „Everything could be important“) 
were collected in the Notgalerie and were part of the overall 
staging.
Reinhold Zisser‘s contribution were pedestals built  from the 
remains of the wall covering. Six radiant heaters were placed 
on them. What at first glance looked like a ready-made con-
cept, opened up a further level of meaning when one noticed 
that the radiators radiated heat and thus formed the frame-
work of the staging in the cold Notgalerie not only as visible, 
but also as perceptible art objects.
 

 

screen shot of one of many social media accounts that were part of Seestadt Saga 
with the announcement of the exhibition as a meeting point for the search of traces
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien) Körper

Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien) Körper
view of the staging in the setting of the Notgalerie exhibition
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien) Körper

  exhibition view Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien) Körper
bottom left: photo Notgalerie in the night of the theatre- exhibition staging
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien)

Wall Identity
second exhibition (as part of the second season of the See-
stadt Saga) November 2017
Artists: Muhammet Ali Bas, Lorenz Langenegger, Bernhard 
Studlar, Claudia Tondl, Christoph Srb

links:
https://seestadt-saga.at/wall-identity/

While the first exhibition was shaped completely freely, in the 
second cooperation, objects, staged by the Schauspielhaus, 
were part of the exhibition: a 3x3 meter wall object with bar-
bed wire, that was set up in front of the Notgalerie.

In return, the Notgalerie demanded that the four writers and 
responsible persons of the Seestadt Saga agree to appearing 
as artists in the exhibition. The works attributed to them, 
however, were all works by Reinhold Zisser. He selected four 
very different cycles and then acted as the curator at the 
exhibition, introducing the four artists to the public and de-
scribing their works and their personal approaches and back-
grounds.

Christoph Srb‘s Wanderbar was also set up for the exhibition.

 

above: Notgalerie with Wanderbar by Christoph Srb
below: Wall, object of Seestadt Saga, Schauspielhaus Wien
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Seestadt Saga (Schauspielhaus Wien) Wall Identity

  exhibition views Wall Identity
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Junge Senker 2

Exhibition at the das T/abor, March 2018
Artists: Siegfried Zaworka, Reinhold Zisser 

Junge Senker 2 was the second exhibition in 
which works, created within the framework of the 
Notgalerie, were transferred into a new exhibition 
context.
The exhibition consisted entirely of set pieces 
from the Junge Senker exhibition, which evolved 
at the Notgalerie in the summer of 2016.
See the documentation of the 2016 exhibition on 
pages 19 (Junge Senker) and 28 (we swam the 
whole night through).

photo exhibition view 
on the left in the picture: light box - we swam the 

whole night through 
on the right in the picture: Herz/Knochen
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„an der frischen Luft“ - Frühling / Sommer 2018 
(„in the fresh air“) - Spring / Summer 2018 

„What happens when you entice the Viennese off space scene from its
project spaces in the city to the fresh air of the suburbs?“ - the Not-
galerie asked itself this question in spring 2018 and opened its spring 
season with guest performances by four well-known Viennese art spa-
ces of the non-commercial exhibition scene. On four Sundays in April 
& May, the opportunity space of the Notgalerie at the event venue 
Urbanes Feld / Seestadt Aspern was used for exhibitions, interventions 
and discursive formats. The connecting element was a series of flags, 
designed by the respective off-space, which were hoisted together at 
the beginning of each event.

Notgalerie -  an der frischen Luft / Frühling 2018 

Following exhibition spaces created one Sunday event each:

Sunday, 29 April 3 pm - hoast
Sunday, 6 Mai 3 pm - KLUCKYLAND
Sunday, 13 Mai 3 pm - Kunstraum SUPER
Sunday, 20 Mai 3 pm - T/abor
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hoast - an der frischen Luft

Church Flea Market: Old fashioned Fundraising - 29 April 2018

curated by hoast (Wolfgang Obermair, Ekaterina Shapiro-Obermair)
Artists: Masha Dabelka, Nika Kupyrova, Natalia Nitzberg, Wolfgang Ober-
mair, Ekaterina Shapiro-Obermair, Jakub Vrba

In the first exhibition, curated by Kunstraum hoast, the Notgalerie turned 
into a church flea market. They invited artists to use flea market stalls 
creatively. The items to be sold, however, were actually supposed to be 
used objects typical of flea markets, and not works of art, as the concept 
of a flea market at an art event would suggest. The condition was that the 
collected sum had to be used to finance an artistic work.

left: exhibition view flea market setting
right: exhibition view flag, design Jakub Vrba (photos Wolfgang Obermair)
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KLUCKYLAND - an der frischen Luft

Notrichter - 6 May 2018

curated by KLUCKYLAND (Andrea Lüth, Gerald Rossbacher)
Artists: Andrea Lüth, Gerald Rossbacher

The second Sunday event was created by „KLUCKYLAND“. They took up 
the design of the windows of Gerhard Richter‘s Cologne Cathedral and ad-
apted it for the Notgalerie. This work stayed over the period of the exhibi-
tion, was integrated into the following exhibitions, and finally became part 
of the Notgalerie.

exhibition views „Notrichter“ 
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SUPER - an der frischen Luft

The sun has been drawing, not me - 13 May 2018

curated by Kunstraum SUPER (Andreas Perkmann Berger, 
Rainer Stadlbauer)
Artists: Andreas Perkmann Berger, Christoph Mayer, Rainer 
Stadlbauer

Plan Brut: Rainer Stadlbauer
In the first phase of the Notgalerie on Ulanenweg, the site, 
founded by Reinhold Zisser, encounters its virtual construc-
tion in the form of a picture framework. The frame flirts 
with its potential practical value. It refers to its unredeemed 
status of usability. With the Notgalerie, Plan Brut was also 
translocated to Vienna Aspern in order to occupy the urban 
field there together with other interventions. In the third 
phase, the frame becomes an oversized image carrier for a 
work by Christoph Mayer. At the same time, the distance to 
the Notgalerie building, established in the previous phases, 
is abandoned.

The sun has been drawing, not me: Christoph Mayer
This 4 x 16 meters wooden scaffold will be mounted on the 
south side exterior wall of the wooden church and Notgale-
rie and it will be covered with light blue linen fabric. On the 
64 square metres surface facing the sun, a kind of meta-
physical bleaching drawing can be seen. It constitutes the 
presumption that here it is not an artist working by hand, 
but that the sun itself has realized itself in an unusually de-
flected and individualized beam form.

Le déjeuner III : Andreas Perkmann Berger
The motif Le déjeuner III, designed for the flag, is a further 
development of the thematic field Le déjeuner and takes 
up the work already shown in September 2017 in the Not-
galerie/Seestadt. The yellow-flowering rape field, a colour 
background, serves as a surface for setting terms that, in 
their representational appearance, relate to the landscape/
plant elements. Two terms are inserted on a yellow sheet of 

exhibition view „SUPER an der frischen Luft“ 
with the large scale painting by Christoph Mayer 

paper: Cognac bottle and buzz. The scenario of breakfast can be 
imagined as a table with varied possibilities for covering. 
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SUPER - an der frischen Luft

exhibition views „SUPER an der frischen Luft“
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T/abor - an der frischen Luft

Teilweise bewölkt - wir machen blau, 20 May 2018

curated by the T/abor (Theresa Schütz and Rainer Steurer)
Artists: Theresa Schütz and Rainer Steurer

„Two experimental arrangements in front of the horizon of a city in 
progress. They touch the fleeting. Cloudy, the weather, similarly un-
predictable as we are as a city of changeable formal context. Partly 
we all contribute to it: brought in water forms a cloud. A flag dives 
into colour and loses it in the wind. He is the first in the urban field, 
also the last one who will stay in the city and pass through it. „One is 
there and at some point one is gone.“ (Wolfram Lotz, Some messages 
to the universe)“

exhibition views Teilweise bewölkt - wir machen blau  
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Notgalerie -  Summer 2018 

„PUBIC VIEWING“

A popular cultural major event on a LED video wall in the outback of 
Seestadt Aspern and the body of the Notgalerie, which had been as-
serting itself as a widely travelled overall installation on a hill of this 
site for a year, formed an unusual playing field. For the encounter that 
followed, the two artists Reinhold Zisser and Christoph Schwarz formed 
a team of Viennese artists around them. Together they examined the 
tension between the sacred past of the building, which was build as an 
emergency church in Döbling in 1946 after the end of the Second World 
War on a building site covered by rubble hills, and the regime of images 
that the major football event staged here.

When the collective gaze is reinterpreted as a shameful look, this is not 
necessarily to allude to the discomfort that arises when nationalisms 
are cultivated under the guise of a sporting competition. The logic of 
the title rather describes the role of an exhibition space embedded in 
the machinery of a major popular cultural event: at first glance percei-
ved as a mistake, an examination of the artistic content can challenge 
the existing order and enable a fresh second glance at the world.

flyer, Notgalerie -  PUBIC VIEWING

Participating artists:
Andreas Perkmann Berger, Bernhard Cella, Gustav Deutsch & 
Hanna Schimek, Karin Ferrari, Thomas Garcia, Christina Goh-
li, Helmut Heiss, Ines Hochgerner, Alfred Lenz, Andrea Lüth 
& Gerald Roßbacher, Leonhard Müllner & Robin Klengel, Thea 
Moeller, Christoph Schwarz, Reinhold Zisser 

as well as students of the Universität für Angewandte Kunst, 
from the class for site-specific art and the sculpture and spa-
ce class: Sara Bissen, Christian Christiansen, Anne Gammel-
gaard, Christoph Giesch, Lukas Gritzner, Raphael Reichl, Julia 
Steinbach

On six free of play evenings, the Urban Field was trans-
formed into a summer cinema, for which the Notgalerie 
had put together a series of Austrian experimental films. The 
works of Thomas Brandstätter & Andrea Maurer, Karin Ferrari, 
Johann Lurf, Lukas Marxt, Bernd Oppl, Anna Vasof and Richard 
Wilhelmer have a circle as an elementary creation principle in 
common - an obvious and at the same time abstract reference 
to a major sporting event.
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Notgalerie -  Summer 2018 
PUBIC VIEWING

Notgalerie - PUBIC VIEWING exhibition view
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Notgalerie -  Summer 2018 
PUBIC VIEWING

Notgalerie - PUBIC VIEWING exhibition view
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Notgalerie -  Summer 2018 
PUBIC VIEWING

Notgalerie - PUBIC VIEWING exhibition view
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Notgalerie Autumn / Winter 2018  

In the period autumn / winter 2018 the following exhibitions took place:

PHANTASY IS MORE IMPORTANT 
September 2018
curator: Boris Kostadinov 
artist: Kamen Stoyanov

Zurücklassen - Aufgreifen - Aneignen 
(leave behind - take up - aquire)
December 2018 
curators: Maria Hanl, Silke Maier Gamauf
artists: Elisa Andessner, Rahel Bruns, Romana Hagyo, Maria Hanl, Silke Maier-Gamauf, Christoph Schwarz, Reinhold Zisser

left: exhibition flyer  PHANTASY IS MORE IMPORTANT
right: exhibition view  Zurücklassen - Aufgreifen - Aneignen 
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Notgalerie -  Kunstland Nord - Beta Test
March 2019

Artists: Theodor Allesch-Alescha / Peter Fritzenwallner / Hildegard 
Joos / Luisa Kasalicky / Broncia Koller / Imre Nagy / Flora Neuwirth 
/ Helga Philipp / Victor Schufinsky / Darja Shatalova /
Siegfried Zaworka / Reinhold Zisser

The continuous projects of the Notgalerie led to the Seestadt gi-
ving the entire fallow land of the future Seestadt to the project for 
artistic use in 2019.  

The area that the Notgalerie took responsability for, has more than 
50 hectares - half a million square metres. For this space, the lar-
gest for art in public space in Austria, the Notgalerie developed the 
project Kunstland Nord.

The first realization took place as a conceptual work in coopera-
tion with Künstlerhaus Wien, where the project was presented at 
the opening of the exhibition series Haben und Brauchen in Wien. 
Therein, the Notgalerie made the dimensions of the space and the 
difficulties of working with conventional exhibition concepts in pu-
blic space a subject of discussion.
So that works that are not suitable for outdoor use, due to their 
filigree character, were installed for one day on the fallow land of 

Haben und Brauchen in Wien - Kunstland Nord, exhibition flyer

the future Kunstland Nord in the Seestadt. Thus, for one day 
the first version of Kunstland Nord existed.

Video recordings and drone video recordings were made of the 
works installed in this way. 

In the following exhibition at the Künstlerhaus 1050 Wien, all 
works of the Kunstland Nord activities and a video installation 
on a formation of seven LCD televisions, arranged on the floor, 
were shown.
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Notgalerie -  Kunstland Nord - Beta Test 
March 2019

bottom left: exhibition view Haben und Brauchen in Wien 
- Kunstland Nord with works by (from left to right) Helga 
Philipp, Luisa Kasalicky, Reinhold Zisser, Flora Neuwirth, 
Hildegard Joos, object in the space: Darja Shatalova

top right: Luisa Kasalicky, Exlibris: S, plaster, botament, 
metal, wood, bone, 2018, installed at Kunstland Nord 

bottom right: Helga Philipp, layered graphic G150 / G161, 
graphite on transparent paper, each 120 x 60 cm, 1993, 
on loan estate Helga Philipp

(the original of Helga Philipp`s work was exhibited in the 
Künstlerhaus. For the outdoor installation a replica was 
made)
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Notgalerie -  Kunstland Nord - Beta Test 
March 2019

bottom left: exhibition view Haben und Brauchen in Wien 
- Kunstland Nord with works. Video installation Reinhold 
Zisser, Object Windows Logo Peter Fritzenwallner, pain-
ting left to right: Hildegar Joos, Siegfried Zaworka, Theo-
dor Allesch Alescha

top right: Peter Fritzenwallner – Windows Vista – welded 
steel, lacquer  – 2014, installed at Kunstland Nord 

bottom right: video still of the 7-channel video installation 
Kunstland Nord 
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Notgalerie -  Kunstland Nord - Beta Test 
March 2019

above: Hildegard Joos, Narrative Geometrismen Nr. 102, 
acrylic on canvas, 1985, loan Suppan Fine Arts

below: exhibition view Haben und Brauchen in Wien - Kunst-
land Nord 

bottom right: Helga Philipp, layer graphics G150 / G161, 
graphite on transparent paper, each 120 x 60 cm, 1993, on 
loan estate Helga Philipp

(the original of Hildegard Joos‘ work was exhibited in the 
Künstlerhaus, a replica was made for the open-air instal-
lation)
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

First implementation - May to September 2019

Artists: Gianin Conrad, Vasilena Gankovska, Anne Glassner, Sergio 
Leitao, Christoph Schwarz, Šárka Telecká, Oscar Cueto, Bartosz 
Dolhun, Matej Frank, Peter Fritzenwallner, Luisa Kasalicky, Alfred 
Lenz, Silke Maier-Gamauf, Flora Neuwirth, Manuela Picallo Gil, 
Markus Proschek, Jasmin Schaitl, Gerald Zahn, Siegfried Zaworka

Notgalerie Kunstland Nord - flyer of Season Final  on 18 September 2019

After the presentation of the concept and framework of Kunst-
land Nord in the Künstlerhaus, the actual realisation of this pro-
ject took place on an area of over 50 hectares in the period from 
May to September 2019.

A total of four openings during this period accompanied various 
phases of implementation. A total of 17 artistic positions were 
realised.
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

Rainbow Snail Invasion, 1 May 2019
Artist: Alfred Lenz

100 snails were the first art colonization of the 50 hectare area, which 
was inaugurated as Kunstland Nord with this opening.

On 1 May, the Austrian State Holiday, Kunstland Nord opened with the 
exhibition Rainbow Snail Invasion. Alfred Lenz painted 100 Austrian 
edible snails with rainbow patterns for the opening. 

In the evening of the opening he played a concert for the painted 
snails in the Notgalerie. Visitors were only allowed to listen to the con-
cert, given for the snails, from the outside.

After the concert all snails were released at the Notgalerie. In humid 
weather conditions, the rainbow snails can still be found in the area 
half a year later.

left: exhibition flyer   right: painting of one of the 100 snails by Alfred Lenz for the opening of Rainbow Snail Invasion  
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

MOHNMANIE, 19 May 2019
Artists: Oscar Cueto / Manuela Picallo Gil

A project by Mexican artist Oscar Cueto and Manuela Picallo Gil, in 
which they investigate poppy production in Austria and Mexico and 
compare the problem of illegal poppy cultivation for heroin produc-
tion in Mexico with poppy cultivation in Austria.

At the opening on 19 May, poppy ice cream tasting was offered to 
all visitors.

The installation part of MOHNMANIE on the space of Kunstland Nord 
(photo next page) was stolen by strangers during the night of 21 
to 22 June.

left: drawing-collage, Manuela Picallo Gil, top right: poppy ice cream tasting for the exhibition opening, bottom right: installation in the interior of Notgalerie
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord
MOHNMANIE

Notgalerie Kunstland Nord, MOHNMANIE, exhibition view
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

Listening Sculpture Monologue, 9 June 2019
artists: Matěj Frank, Jasmin Schaitl

Matěj Frank presents the interactive Listening Sculpture Monologue at Kunstland 
Nord, which captures the soundscapes of the former Aspern airfield as well as the 
new sounds of the growing Seestadt Aspern. Everyday sounds of the Seestadt trans-
form into a complex sound backdrop and become a close experience through the 
ear trumpet.

„In 1915 the „Richtungshörer“ (acoustic locator), developed at the Berlin Psycholo-
gical Institute by Max Wertheimer and Erich Moritz von Hornbostel, was patented. 
It was subsequently used primarily in military reconnaissance to detect enemy gun 
positions and attacking aircraft. The Czech artist Matěj Frank takes advantage of 
the knowledge about this device which became obsolete with the emergence of the 
radar, but was further developed in the „acoustic camera“, by using the ingenious 
technology for an artistic intervention in a social place of action in urban space“.
 

view of the Listening Sculpture Monologue, in the picture on the left ephemeral installation NOW by Jasmin Schaitl
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

Listening Sculpture Monologue, 9 June 2019
Artists: Matěj Frank, Jasmin Schaitl

Only from the hill on which Matej Frank‘s Listening 
Sculpture was placed, could one read the word 
NOW, torn from the meadow by Jasmin Schaitl. 
The grass, that she removed from the meadow, 
formed a perfect circle in the Notgalerie.

below: installation Jasmin Schaitl NOW in the Notgalerie, above: drone recording of the ephemeral installation NOW
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

MAIN OPENING, 21 June 2019

Artists: Bartosz Dolhun, Silke Maier Gamauf, Flora Neuwirth, Mar-
kus Proschek, Siegfried Zaworka, Reinhold Zisser

With six further positions, Kunstland Nord‘s claim to create a com-
prehensive overall installation was fulfilled for the first time on 21 
June.

Flora Neuwirth - „Bild Stoffmuster Alvar Aalto / acrylic on canvas (Replica 2019) PP pipe, offset printing / paper / paste
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

MAIN OPENING, 21 June 2019

left: Bartosz Dolhun, 53/8-14
right: Siegfried Zaworka, Junge Senker / HerzKnochen
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

MAIN OPENING, 21 June 2019

The Elder Thing (in the still of the night) - smashed Version
Artist: Markus Proschek 

This work by Markus Proschek was part of the KÖR exhibition in the still of the night 
in 2015. This exhibition, curated by Hemma Schmutz, took place in the Esterhazy-
park at the Flakturm - Haus des Meeres. Hereinafter, the original text of the work 
from the exhibition brochure 2015:
„What happens when the reference to the original context of an artwork can no lon-
ger be established? Referring to the national -socialist building material that domi-
nates Esterhazy Park, Markus Proschek presents the fragmentary casting of a sculp-
ture by the Nazi sculptor Josef Thorak in a staged archaeological site. Hardly, the 
fragment, which seems like any relic of a past culture, refers to the power relations 
under which it is created. Rememberance glides into history - a process that slowly 
undermines the social function of „never forget“ as a reminder to society“.

The work was damaged in 2015 by unknowns. 

links: The Elder Thing (in the still of the night) - smashed Version, view Kunstland Nord 2019
right: The Elder Thing (in the still of the night), view Esterhazy Park 2015
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

MAIN OPENING, 21 June 2019

Audio Walk Kunstland Nord - Notgalerie
Artist: Silke Maier-Gamauf in collaboration with Romana Hagyo 

The work Audio Walk Kunstland Nord - Notgalerie was marked by 
controversies and disputes. The tensions triggered by the work cul-
minated in damage to the work by the chairman of the Viennese 
FPÖ. The Notgalerie reacted to this with a statement. Various media 
such as the Standard or the Kronen Zeitung reported on the inci-
dents.
Link der Standart: https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000105521764/
fpoe-demontiert-aus-protest-kunst-strassenschild-fuer-ex-raf-terroristin

Statement of the Notgalerie:

„On June 26th 2019 the Viennese FPÖ chairman Toni Mahdalik dis-
mantled and stole a fictitious street sign of the installation by Silke 
Maier - Gamauf who was and is part of an art project of the Notga-
lerie - Kunstland Nord. The artistic work was dismantled and this act 
was posted as a video on Mr. Mahdalik‘s Facebook page without Mr. 
Mahdalik having done any further research about the artistic work.
In the work of Silke Maier-Gamauf, 9 selected female artists, thin-
kers and political activists (including Miriam Makeba, Helga Philipp, 
Guerilla Girls and Donna Haraway) are temporarily dedicated street 
signs to, that are accessible to visitors on the Kunstland Nord site. 
Codes attached to the signs lead via net to further information about 
the introduced women and the project. If Mr. Mahdalik had used the 
QR code on the signs, the following would have been made clear to 
him: The installation is about exposed women‘s biographies. The 
selection of the persons refers to the theme of the street - as cour-
se, line and metaphor for wandering, exile and transformation. To 
conceive a sign with the name of Silke Maier-Witt, who belonged 
to the 2nd generation of the RAF, should in no way approve or tri-
vialise terrorism. Silke Maier Witt was one of the few in the RAF‘s 
inner circle who self-critically commented her role as a terrorist and 
asked the son of the murdered Martin Schleyer for forgiveness. Sil-
ke Maier Witt was involved in the kidnapping and murder of Hanns 
Martin Schleyer. The theme of the artistic work is the possibility 
that people can reflect on their actions and attitudes and practise 
self-criticism in order to radically change their own way of life. Af-

Notgalerie Kunstland Nord - flyer of Season Final  on 18 September 2019

ter her release Silke Maier Witt worked in the field of child and 
youth psychiatry and advocated reconciliation and remorse in 
the context of the RAF terror.
An apology for the dismantling and presentation on Facebook 
would be appropriate. The work is part of the project Notgalerie 
- Kunstland Nord which artistically uses an area of 50 hectares 
in the Seestadt. On June 29, Silke Maier Gamauf will give a 
guided tour of the work in its entirety during the next opening.“

A few weeks after this act, unknowns took Mr. Mahdalik‘s ex-
ample and cut off all the signs. As part of Vienna Art Week, a 
final walk through Kunstland Nord will take place on 17 Novem-
ber 2019.
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

SEASON FINAL, 18 September 2019

Artists: Gianin Conrad, Vasilena Gankovska, Anne Glassner, Sergio 
Leitao, Christoph Schwarz, Šárka Telecká

With the SEASON FINAL on 18 September 2019, the setting of the 
project Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord was completed. 
A total of 17 positions are distributed over the entire surface of the 
area transferred to the Notgalerie and are autonomously accessib-
le.

 
 
 

Notgalerie Kunstland Nord - map of all 17 works of the project Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord 2019
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

SEASON FINAL, 18 September 2019

Untitled
Artist: Gianin Conrad

Family Tree
Artist: Šárka Telecká 

left: 
Gianin Conrad, Untitled , installation made of stretched pasture wire 

fence

right: 
Šárka Telecká, Family Tree, installation made of 400 stone blocks from 

the erstwhile runway Aspern
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

SEASON FINAL, 18 September 2019
Untitled
Artists: Anne Glassner, Vasilena Gankovska

Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord, SEASON FINAL, Anne Glassner, Vasilena Gankovska, three installation views 
top left: Anne Glassner, Untitled, digital photo
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

SEASON FINAL, 18 September 2019

Die beste Stadt ist keine Stadt, short film 15min.
(The best city is no city)
Artist: Christoph Schwarz

„A young man sitting on a rusty hangar, playing guitar. An aban-
doned wooden church that is no longer in use and moves to the 
edge of the growing city as a temporary cultural use. Nursery 
school children telling in a chair circle what they are not doing at 
the moment. In his essay film „Die beste Stadt ist keine Stadt“ 
Christoph Schwarz mixes multiple perspectives on Vienna‘s largest 
city development area. What they have in common is a sentimental 
growth criticism and a romantic refusal to progress in the face of 
the impending ecological collapse which seems more credible to us 
than any happy ending.“ (Daniel Bleninger)

photo of the premiere Die beste Stadt ist keine Stadt at SEASON FINAL Notgalerie Kunstland Nord, September 2019
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Notgalerie - Kunstland Nord

SEASON FINAL

Notgalerie Kunstland Nord, Season Final, state end of September 2019
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Media links

Die Presse – Notgalerie – Zauberer vom Kunstland Nord
https://www.diepresse.com/5678891/der-kulturelle-notstand-der-wiener-seestadt-kunst-im-nirgendwo
 
Der Standard – open house Wien (Notgalerie)
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000107155863/open-house-in-wien-heuer-mit-69-offenen-gebaeuden

Die Presse – openhouse Wien (Notgalerie)
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000107155863/open-house-in-wien-heuer-mit-69-offenen-gebaeuden

Der Standard – Notgalerie – FPÖ demontiert Kunstwerk
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000105521764/fpoe-demontiert-aus-protest-kunst-strassenschild-fuer-ex-raf-terroristin

Kronen Zeitung – Notgalerie – FPÖ demontiert Kunstwerk
https://www.krone.at/1961039

Der Standard – Was beschäftigt junge KünstlerInnen – 2019
https://www.derstandard.at/story/2000099073818/was-beschaeftigt-junge-kuenstler-in-wien-welche-problemen-haben-sie

ORF – Wien Heute – notgalerie – Sommer 2018
http://www.reinholdzisser.com/notgalerie_Wien_Heute.mp4

Die Presse – notgalerie – Sommer 2018
https://www.diepresse.com/5462010/die-kirche-die-kunst-und-22-mann-auf-grunem-rasen

KURIER – notgalerie – Sommer 2018
https://kurier.at/chronik/wien/ein-gotteshaus-auf-reisen-ist-in-aspern-angekommen/400059374

Ö1 Leporello (TEXTLINK)- notgalerie – Sommer 2018
https://oe1.orf.at/programm/20180620/518682/Geschichten-aus-der-Seestadt

Ö1 Leporello (AUDIOLINK) – notgalerie – Sommer 2018
http://www.christophschwarz.net/download/OE1-Leporello-PubicViewing.mp3

AUGUSTIN – Notgalerie – Frühling 2018
https://augustin.or.at/die-notgalerie-hisst-die-fahnen/

Vienna Online – Notgalerie – Sommer 2017
https://www.vienna.at/kunstaktion-in-aspern-holzkirche-als-notgalerie/5372516

Vormagazin 
http://www.vormagazin.at/de/wien/841/VORstellung-Kunst

artmagazine – No Dolphins in Karakum – Rezension 
http://www.artmagazine.cc/content72713.html
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Gratitude goes to all participating artists and all helpers who contributed to the project of the Notgalerie since 2015.

and of course to all official sponsors for their support: 
 
KÖR - Kunst im öffentlichen Raum Wien 
Wien Kultur
BUNDESKANZLERAMT ÖSTERREICH 
Bezirk Donaustadt 
aspern, Die Seestadt Wiens
wien 3420 aspern development AG
Otto Mauer Fonds
Basis Kultur Wien 
WIR SIND WIEN FESTIVAL 
Hartl Haus

 


